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Abstract 
In order to solve the current problems of untimely teacher-student communication and 
lack of ability of low willingness to communicate online in the interactive Q&A session 
in the hybrid teaching mode, we designed and implemented an intelligent interactive 
Q&A system based on WeChat with the help of WeChat development platform and Baidu 
UNIT intelligent platform, which can provide students with intelligent answers, 
knowledge retrieval, online interactive communication between teachers and students, 
intelligent message reply and push, Q&A information management and other functions. 
The results show that the system improves the teacher-student interaction mode in 
blended teaching and provides a more simple and easy-to-use interactive Q&A service 
for teachers and students, with strong usability. 
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1. Introduction 

Under the background of "Internet+Education", blended teaching has shown a spurt of development, 
and innovative talents training and higher vocational education teaching reform are calling for 
blended teaching. In the blended teaching mode, interactive question and answer is a very crucial part. 
However, in the process of implementing the specific blended teaching mode, many teachers cannot 
interact with students online in time for various reasons, and many repetitive questions and answers 
increase the teaching burden of teachers. Building an easy-to-use, intelligent and efficient teacher-
student interactive communication platform can not only effectively improve students' independent 
learning efficiency, but also greatly reduce teachers' workload of answering questions and solving 
problems. 

At present, there are several online Q&A modes in china: WeChat, QQ and other chatting software, 
online course website message board, course or teacher e-mail, etc. Among them, the use of online 
message and e-mail answer method has a major shortcoming in real-time, students' doubts are easy 
to "linger", and the efficiency of answering questions is low; using chat software such as WeChat to 
answer questions online is the mainstream choice at present, and most teachers will establish WeChat 
groups or QQ groups before the course is taught so that teachers and students can communicate in 
the group. communication. This method is in line with the social habits of contemporary college 
students and has the advantages of real-time efficiency and rich media forms, but at the same time 
there are also disadvantages such as information easily covered by the screen and lack of privacy. 
The above methods lack intelligent information processing functions such as intelligent 
summarization of historical question and answer information and intelligent display of key 
knowledge of the course, while an intelligent interactive question and answer system should be able 
to support students to initiate questions in various ways including natural language in any space and 
time, and intelligently give real-time and accurate feedback to the question information. How to 
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design an interactive Q&A system that meets the current information processing habits of teachers 
and students in higher education and their mobile learning needs by using today's efficient, intelligent 
and convenient mobile Internet technology needs to be studied in depth. 

2. System Design 

The mobile intelligent Q&A system is designed to handle interactive Q&A information for teachers 
and students through the WeChat public platform, and make automatic intelligent replies to the 
information with the help of Baidu UNIT intelligent platform, while reusing the existing teaching 
platform to forward relevant teaching resources and handle online messages, and using the WeChat 
customer service interface to realize one-to-one online real-time Q&A. The main business process of 
the system is shown in Figure 1. 

 

 
Figure 1. Mobile intelligent answering system business lane diagram 

 

The analysis and refinement of the system through preliminary literature review, faculty and student 
interviews and other research work should provide the following main functions. 

Function 1: User identity authentication and binding to WeChat. In order to facilitate the operation 
of teachers and students and reduce unnecessary login links, users are required to bind their personal 
WeChat signals to their campus identity information when they first enter the system, and then they 
can directly perform various operations without login. 

Function 2: Simultaneous real-time intelligent question and answer. When a student enters a question 
description text or enters a relevant voice in the WeChat public number, the system automatically 
processes the natural language and uses AI technology to intelligently match the relevant answer back 
to the student. 

Function 3: Simultaneous real-time human Q&A. The system automatically assigns online teachers 
or course assistants to students and establishes WeChat sessions to achieve one-on-one real-time 
Q&A. 

Function 4: Asynchronous manual message answering. When the intelligent Q&A function cannot 
answer students' questions and the teacher or course assistant is not online, students can use the online 
message form to submit their questions through text, pictures, videos, etc. The system sends a 
synchronous WeChat message to the answerer to remind him/her to come online to answer at a 
convenient time. 
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Function 5: Knowledge mapping and retrieval. Display the key knowledge points of this course in 
the form of knowledge map and link them with related teaching resources, so that students can browse 
and query the questions conveniently. 

Function 6: Student behavior data analysis. Capture all kinds of behavioral and equipment data of 
students and teachers in the system for subsequent decision analysis. 

Based on the above business combing, we designed the architecture of the system, as shown in Figure 
2. 

 

 
Figure 2. System architecture diagram 

 

The system communicates with interfaces such as Baidu UNIT API, WeChat customer service api, 
message api and retrieval api through the interface server and returns the result data to the student 
user in the form of WeChat conversation. 

The knowledge base of the skills of the Baidu UNIT platform's dialogue bots and the accumulated 
consultation and answer information of the message system have been exchanged and cleaned 
through the backend management system. 

The backstage management system also performs statistical analysis of the above data. Teachers or 
course assistants can login to the backend management system via cell phones or PCs at any time to 
check and organize the data. 

3. Key Technologies and Implementation 

3.1 User Login and WeChat Binding Registration 

To facilitate the operation of students and teachers, users can bind their WeChat information with 
their campus identity information, and then enter the system to perform various operations directly 
without login. Users enter the binding business interface through WeChat public number, and the 
system uses the getOauthAccessToke method to query whether there is already a $token object 
storing AccessToken and user OpenID information in the cache. When the value of $token is true, 
the user information (including OpenId, nickname, avatar, etc.) can be obtained directly by the 
getOauthUserinfo method, and then the $token is written to a cookie for subsequent direct use to 
avoid repeated calls to the WeChat authorization interface, and finally the user WeChat information 
is written to the platform user table using the oauthRegister method. Finally, the user information is 
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written to the platform user table using the oauthRegister method, and the structure is shown in Table 
1. 

 

Table 1. User WeChat information binding data table 

Colum name Datatype Is NULL Comment 

id int(10) unsigned No id 

sno int(11) No Campus card id 

openid varchar(100) No Wechat Openid 

nickname varchar(100) No Wechat nickname 

username varchar(100) No User's nickname 

phone varchar(50) Yes cell phone number 

token varchar(150) No system token 

avater varchar(150) No WeChat avatar 

photo varchar(150) No ID photo 

sex tinyint(1) No User's gender 

ctime datetime No Time of binding 

isDelete tinyint(1) Yes Is it deleted 

3.2 Simultaneous Real-time Intelligent Question and Answer 

By customizing the intelligent dialogue bot in the Baidu UNIT platform and configuring the bot to 
train the corresponding question-answering skills, human-machine understanding and interaction are 
realized. The main implementation process is as follows. 

The first step is to create a new question-answering bot. Enter the Baidu UNIT platform to create a 
new dialogue robot, and add the skills in the pre-set greeting dialog box for the robot to realize the 
basic human-computer dialogue function in life and learning scenarios. 

The second step is to organize the knowledge base of the Q&A. The knowledge points of the Q&A 
course are sorted out and organized into Q&A pairs according to the requirements of the online Q&A 
scenarios to form the Q&A knowledge base of the course. 

The third step is to train custom skills. Using the word slots (key parameters), training question-
answer pair data (FAQ), training document data, form documents and other skill configurations 
provided by the UNIT platform, import the course knowledge base data sorted out in the early stage 
into the UNIT platform, and use the "skill training" function provided by the platform to train the 
corresponding human-computer dialogue skills, and then add the trained skills to the Q&A robot. 

The fourth step is to use the API access provided by UNIT platform to get AI feedback. The main 
code is as follows. 

Private function getAnswer($rootId,$queryString){ 

 // Use the wrapper function getAccessToken() to call the Baidu cloud authentication interface to 
get the UNIT platform access token 

 $token = $this->getAccessToken(); 

 // Set the request URL 

 $url = 'https://aip.baidubce.com/rpc/2.0/unit/service/v3/chat?access_token=' . $token; 

 // Set request parameters 

 $bodys = '{"version":"3.0","service_id":"'.$rootId.'","session_id":"","log_id": 
"*******","request":{"terminal_id":"******","query":"'.$queryString.'"}}'; 

 // Send a POST request to UNIT using CURL and return the result in JSON format 
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 $res = $this->https_request($url, $bodys); 

 // Use the wrapped res_decode() function to parse the request result and return the answer string 

 return $ this->res_decode($res); 

 } 

3.3 Real-time Human Q&A 

WeChat's customer service system can provide a customer information service platform integrating 
customer service, instant messaging and message recording for WeChat platform users, and can 
support multiple customer service micro-signals to provide service for a WeChat service number at 
the same time. Teachers and course teaching assistants can bind their own micro-signals as customer 
service accounts in the background of WeChat public platform, and when students request for Q&A 
and need teachers to answer online in real time, they will send "consult teacher" requests, and the 
application server will call the WeChat customer service API to detect whether there is an answering 
teacher account online, and if so, the WeChat conversation will be transferred to the WeChat customer 
service platform. If there is, the conversation will be transferred to the WeChat customer service 
platform, otherwise, it will be transferred to the message business interface, prompting students to 
leave messages to answer questions. The main code is as follows. 

// Triggered customer service mode (real-time human question and answer) 

private function receiveText($obj)  { 

    $keyword = trim($obj->Content); 

if (strstr($keyword, "consult") || strstr($keyword, " Is the teacher there")){ 

$res = $this->transmitSer($object);} 

return $res;} 

// Reply to customer service message 

  private function transmitSer($obj)  { 

    $xmlTpl = "%s"; 

    $res = sprintf($xmlTpl, $obj->FromUname, $obj->ToUname, time()); 

    return $res; 

  } 

3.4 Asynchronous Message Answers 

Develop an online form submission function subsystem using ThinkPHP server-side development 
framework and WeUI front-end UI framework. After students submit their message information, call 
the template message to send WeChat alerts to teachers. The main code is as follows. 

// Push information to the specified openid  

 public function pushWechat($openid){ 

  $data = $this->setDataByOpenid($openid); 

  if($data['flag']>0){ 

   $options = C(WX_OPTION); 

   $weObj = new \Tools\TPWechat($options); 

   // Splicing data to form template message 

   $tempdata = array( 

    'touser' => $openid, 'template_id'=>'*****', 'url' => '*****' 

    'data'=>array('first'=>array('value'=>$data['name'].'Hello, teacher! ','color'=> 
'#743a3 a'), 'keyword1'=>array('value'=>' message reminder ','color'=>'#000'), 'keyword2'=> 
array('value' =>date(" Y-m-d H:i",time()),'color'=>'#333'),
 'keyword3'=>array('value'=>$data['tipTxt'],'color'=>'#900'), 'remark'=>array('value'=>'  
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Please reply in time! ','color'=>'#000'))); 

  // Use the wrapped sendTemplateMessage() method to send a WeChat message to the 
specified user 

   $res = $weObj->sendTemplateMessage($tempdata); 

  } 

  return $res['errcode'];   

 } 

 

//The function for send the template message 

public function sendTemplateMessage($data){ 

  if (!$this->access_token && !$this->checkAuth()) return false; 

  $result = 
$this->http_post(self::API_URL_PREFIX.self::TEMPLATE_SEND_URL.'access_token='.$this->a
ccess_token,self::json_encode($data)); 

  if($result){ 

   $json = json_decode($result,true); 

   if (!$json || !empty($json['errcode'])) { 

    $this->errCode = $json['errcode']; 

    $this->errMsg = $json['errmsg']; 

    return false; 

   } 

   return $json; 

  } 

  return false; 

 } 

4. System Testing and Use 

The screenshots related to the system operation are shown in Figure 3. 

 

 
Figure 3. Some screenshots of the system in operation 
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After students subscribe to the college’s service account, they can enter the intelligent Q&A system 
by leaving a message at the bottom of the service account, and the system automatically judges to 
enter the corresponding functional subsystem according to the information entered by students. The 
system makes full use of the advantages of convenient operation and superior user experience of 
WeChat. By binding WeChat account and campus identity to achieve login-free, it provides teachers 
and students with a convenient and fast interactive Q&A platform to use, and also provides 
convenience for subsequent statistical analysis of learning data. The system further enriches students' 
access to knowledge and improves teachers' efficiency in answering questions and solving problems. 
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